



Praise for Volume 001: 

"What immediately strikes me about [lock-on] is its permanence. Not just 
because it's a physical object, but it's been made to become a fixture of your 
living and gaming space, something to keep handy on your bookshelf rather 
than throw in the back of a cupboard with your gaming mags of old. It's the 
games mag version of that ultra-special limited-edition physical game that you 
treat yourself to, because damn it, you deserve it; and it's so evidently put 
together with love and care, not just for the print medium but video games 
themselves. In an era where preservation of gaming's past becomes ever 
more challenging, documenting what made communities and the experiences 
that inspired them so special is vital, and [lock-on] seems well positioned to 
be an important voice in that challenge of not letting what we had disappear 
wholly into a digital ether." - Mike Diver, Head Of Content @ GAMINGbible



"As someone who was involved in games magazines for many years and 
who now writes books about games, I'm extremely passionate about print 
coverage of this hobby we all love. As soon as I got Volume 001 of [lock-on] it 
was immediately obvious that this isn't a cheaply made fanzine – which 
absolutely have their place – but an exceptionally made, high quality journal. 
The articles are well-written and entertaining, and the accompanying artwork 
is almost worth the asking price alone. I eagerly await Volume 002." - Chris 
Scullion, Features Editor @ VGC

"If you enjoy thoughtful games criticism, gorgeous art, and magazines that 
smell incredible, [lock-on] is essential." - Kirk McKeand, Editor-in-Chief @ 
TheGamer

"From the first moment you lay eyes on this new gaming periodical, the 
intense drive and passion of the team who created it is evident. Each and 
every page is an intricately-designed labour of love, and I haven’t been able 
to put it down... The stories are excellent, and the way they dovetail with all 
the bespoke artwork is outstanding. You can feel the care and passion 
manifest in each page. I can see myself collecting each volume and returning 
to them many times in the future to revisit individual stories or simply to take 
in the stunning artwork." SUPERJUMP, 'Lock On: The Luxurious New Gaming 
Journal'



"[lock-on] Volume 001 is full of wonderfully personal and informative articles 
like these – alongside the more traditional retrospectives – and the writers’ 
love of their chosen topic is both clear to see and a joy to read... As the debut 
release from a brand new publisher, [lock-on] as both a product and a project 
has been a huge success. Contributors were chosen wisely and the 
crowdfunding campaign run brilliantly, with everybody involved clearly pulling 
in the same direction... an ultra-premium journal that deserves to be on every 
video game fan’s radar." jeffsayhi, [lock-on] Volume 001 Review

"[lock-on] feels like the kind of curio you would pick up on a museum visit. 
You know the type, a glossy book about the paintings and exhibits... In a 
world where it is all about the now, now, now [lock-on] allows us to sit, 
contemplate and reflect on our love of gaming with style." Retro Faith, 'Lock-
On - Brand New Gaming Journal From Lost In Cult'

"Will I be buying the second volume? Yes. [lock-on] fills a niche and it does so 
gloriously with style and verve. This is a premium journal and one that, based 
on the first volume, is worthy of support." - Andrew Oyston, '[lock-on] Journal 
001 - Review'



"[lock-on] is an object of art in itself, a deliciously tactile volume printed on 
high-quality paper and clearly made with passion and not a little obsession." - 
A Most Agreeable Pastime, 'The rise of the high-quality gaming periodical'

“The first volume of [lock-on] is devoted to long-form discussions of 
PlayStation. From Metal Gear Solid to the The Last of Us Part II, the journal is 
examining PlayStation's lineage, and it's being staffed by talented, 
knowledgeable writers and personalities in the industry. [lock-on] has the 
potential to be a glowing example of where the industry should be moving” - 
Comic Book Resources, 'Is There Still Room For Gaming Magazines in 
2021?'


